
 
Thank you for purchasing a Security Boss Manufacturing, LLC., External Kennel Flap 
Door (3 sided or 4 Sided).  Please follow these directions for installing your new External 
Kennel Flap Door. 
 
Security Boss kennel flap doors are intended to be installed over existing kennel opening 
passages. If you do not currently have an opening, be sure to follow local building codes 
in cutting and framing your specific application. 
 
Each Security Boss Kennel Flap Door comes with a replaceable flap. Replacement is 
done by loosening the thumbscrews at the top of the frame with an Allen wrench. Once 
loose, remove the thumbscrews completely with your fingers. Then remove the flap. It is 
important to be sure that the thumbscrews are not cross threaded when re installing them 
into the binding posts on the flap. Once the Thumbscrews are turning easily in the 
binding posts and have become snug, tighten the thumbscrews with an Allen Wrench.  
 
Installing the External Kennel Flap Door in wood, drywall, or masonry: 
 

1. Position frame on the exterior side of the pet opening.  Be sure the 
opening in which the Frame is being put into is square and plumb. If the 
frame is not mounted squarely in the opening, the door will not perform to 
its fullest potential.  Since the Frame has been built to your custom sized 
opening, there should very little play or movement of the frame within the 
Kennel Opening. Remove any excess movement using wood blocking and 
shims. 

 
2. Level the frame at the top of the Kennel opening. Attachment of the frame 

to the wall is through the mounting flange. This is the fin that telescopes 
into the Kennel Opening Passage. Attach the top of the Frame to the 
wood, drywall, or masonry using the appropriate fasteners.  

 
3. Once the frame is attached to the wall on the top side, verify the vertical 

sides are square with the top and ground using a level. On Three Sided 
External Flap Door it is important that both vertical sides are parallel to 
each other and square with the top to ensure the Strike plates on the flap 
meet the magnets on the frame. Shim the frame at the Mounting Flange as 
necessary to accomplish a proper fit. 

 
4. Once the Frame is secured to the Wall, Caulk or Seal the frame to the wall 

along the exterior frame perimeter. 



 
5. Check the operation of the flap in the opening. Movement of the flap 

should be unhindered. Check that the magnets touch the Strike Plates on 
the Flap. For slight gaps between magnet and strike, the magnet can be 
lifted out of the frame channel a maximum of 1/16” to accommodate 
incorrect mounting. 

 
6. Your External Kennel Flap door is now installed. 

 
 


